Interesting Sidelights of a Day's News Graphically Told by the Camera

Modern Adam and Eve Return to Primitive Life

Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Estes have just concluded two months in the Maine woods, living like our wild ancestors. Here they are shown writing a message on birch bark.

Stables His 'Q' in his Front Yard

The only trouble that Charles Walker, Jr., has with his rock is maintaining the weeds in his front yard. He intends to build a gate when he has time.

At the Door of Their Lean-To, Which Serves as Home

Mr. and Mrs. Estes proved that two persons can live themselves in a forest, lay aside their modern comforts, as well as all tools and implements, and yet live at considerable comfort. They dressed in deerskin and obtained many necessities by trapping and fishing. Mrs. Estes gained in weight.

Ship as Seen from a Balloon

This unusual view was taken by an officer while making an ascension at the Dardanelles. The ships are specially equipped with a large number of enemy's fortifications are identified in making observations for reconnoitering the enemy's positions.

Allied Fleet at Salonica is Suffered by Storm Which Wracks Ocean Front

The storm which swept over the Salonica bay caused great damage and at one time threatened serious damage to the Allied fleet. British and French heavy battleships were the first to suffer, and then the various smaller vessels were seriously affected.

New Dreadnought Pennsylvania Approaching Completion at Norfolk

The great ship, which is now nearing completion, is a splendid addition to the American fleet. It is the largest and most powerful of its kind and will be a great asset to the fleet.